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Do we still believe history
favors the brave?
MAVERICKS IN THE MARKET
EVERYONE WANTS TO BELIEVE THEY ARE BRAVE
THE MAVERICK IN TOP GUN, GRABBING THAT F18 & CRUISING THE CANYONS, DEFYING HIS SUPERIORS! WINNING THE DAY!
THE ACE, THE HERO - AGAINST ALL ODDS!

bold. I share them. People “Like” and “Clap" the effort, but
probably not until their friend "Likes" it first.
Korn Ferry posts essays on enterprising leadership and
change and everyone agrees, ‘Change is what we need!’
‘Different is what we need!’ ‘Yay, change!’ ‘Yay, individualism!’

55

%

of CEOs view developing leaders

as being one of the biggest challenges

A 2022 Gallup Survey noted 55% of all CEOs viewed
development of next generation leaders as one of the
biggest challenges they are faced with today; while 63% of
millennials indicated they are not developed as leaders.
I once saw a film on the psychological differences between
generations and their perspectives on individualism. The
millennial demographic portrayed themselves as 'whoever
the moment or person dictated,'
a seamless and peaceful blending of the moment. Very cool,
very fluid, yet it lacked any real root or identity.
I wondered, as a Gen X individual, what 40 would feel like when that middle age identity crisis rolled around.
"Leadership First" pushes memes on authentic, brave and
thesmartco.net

And Simon Sinek, well, everything Simon Sinek says seems
positive, and great, and we clap, of course. But he also
heralds the unique, individual and different. It is hard to
develop individuality from a pool of collective trophy
winners.
If you want to be a leading company, leading companies have
leading ideas. Leading ideas come from natural leaders people that are individual by nature.
Today, you must DARE to be different - a mantra of the 80’s,
when Top Gun first hit the Box Office, because risking being
different isn't often popular these days.
In the market, when you get down to brass tacks, having a
message that stands out is often synonymous with having a
message that is different. So , why do board rooms turn to
marketing teams and request ideas that are "like theirs, only
different.”
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MAVERICKS IN THE MARKET
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Need a hero on your team?
CONTACT THE SMART CO.
Sign up for Newsletters here

The Fractional CMO
Modernizing communication, minimizing culture shock

You Can't Get that at the Automat
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THE SHIP THEY ARE BUILDING

Sign up here

VISIT OUR WEBSITE!
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